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Wandering in the Solar System

- Computer Science?
- Wisconsin?
Landing on Mars

- Specialized?
- Master, PhD?
- Projects?
- I am on Mars?
Surviving on Mars…

- Choosing the right company/group
  - Important area for the company
  - Interesting area/project to you
  - Opportunity to learn and be hands-on
  - 3 people
- Manager
  - Walk away from a bad manager, no, RUN away, as fast as you can!
- Basic Requirements
  - Be good at what you do
  - Believe in yourself
Thriving on Mars!

- Leverage our uniqueness
  - Natural in cultivating team work
  - Great managers, tech leads
- Embrace change
  - To force us to challenge ourselves
  - To give us the much needed visibility
- Supportive Husband
Q&A